
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

In accordance with Title 24 and Title 44 of the Alaska Statutes (sunset legislation), we have reviewed the activities of the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission). Under AS 44.66.050(a), the legislative committees of reference are to consider this report during the legislative oversight process to determine whether the commission should be reestablished. Currently, AS 44.66.010(a)(3) requires the commission to terminate on June 30, 2007. If the legislature takes no action to extend the termination date, the commission will have one year from that date to conclude its operations.

REPORT CONCLUSIONS

In our opinion RCA meets a valid public policy need and is serving Alaskans by: (1) assessing the capabilities of utility and pipeline companies to safely and capably serve the public; (2) evaluating tariffs and charges made by regulated entities; (3) verifying the pass-through charges to consumers from electric and natural gas utilities; (4) adjudicating disputes between ratepayers and regulated entities; (5) providing consumer protection services; and, (6) performing financial review for the State’s power cost equalization program. RCA has demonstrated the commission serves a public need. Under AS 44.66.010(a)(3), RCA is scheduled to terminate June 30, 2007. We recommend the legislature adopt legislation extending RCA’s termination date to June 30, 2015.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION

In our previous sunset audit we made three recommendations. The first recommendation was for RCA to propose legislation to clarify statutes imposing statutory timelines on certain proceedings. In legislation extending the termination date for RCA, the legislature adopted statutes setting specified timelines for the commission to follow in making certain kinds of decisions. The statutory timelines apply to about half of the regulatory decisions made by the commission. In Recommendation No. 1 of this review, we recommend the commission consider adopting further timelines for other actions not covered in statute.
A second recommendation stated RCA’s chair should ensure that publication of notices of formal proceedings is monitored. While there are still some operational deficiencies with ensuring all public notices have appropriately been made, RCA consistently meets basic public notice requirements related to its decision making process. The concerns related to this prior audit recommendation have substantially been addressed.

The third prior recommendation suggested RCA either require smaller water and sewer utilities to be certificated or establish a meaningful exemption system by regulation. RCA adopted the necessary regulations in February 2004.

The following recommendation is based on the current sunset review.

**Recommendation No. 1**

RCA should proceed with the development of regulations that would enhance the efficiency, accountability, and transparency of the commission’s decision making process.

In late 2004, RCA held public meetings that invited comments on possible regulation changes that would improve the way in which the commission operated. In the early part of 2005, based on comments from staff in addition to those received from regulated utilities and pipeline companies at the 2004 meetings, RCA adopted a regulation projects plan. This work plan is reviewed on a regular basis. Many of the projects would establish more accountability standards for RCA operations.

In the course of our review, we identified three areas where adoption of regulations would promote improved efficiency, accountability, and transparency of RCA’s decisions. All areas we identified for improvement were included in the commission’s 2005 regulation projects plan – although, as of the date of this report, the commission has not started the process of developing the necessary regulations. Our identified improvement areas include: (1) establishment of additional timelines; (2) adoption of rules related to discovery; and, (3) defining when a record is considered complete and the given timeline starts.

The commission has been very proactive in soliciting feedback from the public, and the utility and pipeline companies, which are involved with RCA on an ongoing basis. While this process has identified key areas where RCA could improve its operations, the priority for implementation has to date been given to other matters. For the three issues discussed—directly related to promoting efficiency, accountability, and transparency of RCA’s decision making—we recommend that the commission take the next step and schedule the necessary hearing dockets.
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This audit was conducted as required by AS 44.66.050 and under the authority of AS 24.20.271(1). Alaska Statute 44.66.050(c) lists criteria to be used to assess the demonstrated public need for a given board, commission, agency, or program subject to the sunset review process. Currently, under AS 44.66.010(a)(3), the Regulatory Commission of Alaska is scheduled to terminate on June 30, 2007.

In our opinion, the termination date for this commission should be extended. We recommend the legislature extend the termination date to June 30, 2015.

The audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted government audit standards. Fieldwork procedures utilized in the course of developing the findings and discussion presented in this report are discussed in the Objectives, Scope, and Methodology.

Pat Davidson, CPA
Legislative Auditor
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

In accordance with Title 24 and Title 44 of the Alaska Statutes (sunset legislation), we have reviewed the activities of the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission). Under AS 44.66.050(a), the legislative committees of reference are to consider this report during the legislative oversight process to determine whether the commission’s termination date should be extended. Currently, AS 44.66.010(a)(3) requires the commission to terminate on June 30, 2007. If the legislature takes no action to extend the termination date, the commission will have one year from that date to conclude its operations.

Objectives

The following are the three central, interrelated objectives of our report:

1. To determine if the termination date of the commission should be extended.
2. To determine if the commission is operating in the public’s interest.
3. To determine if the commission has exercised appropriate oversight of certificated utilities and pipeline companies.

The assessment of operations and performance of the commission was based on the 11 factors set out at AS 44.66.050. Under the State’s “sunset” law, these factors are to be used in assessing if an agency, subject to the law, has demonstrated a valid public policy need for continuing operations.

Scope and Methodology

The major areas of our review included:

- assessment of management controls,
- compliance with statutory deadlines for certain formal proceedings,
- compliance with statutory notice periods for tariff filings,
- compliance with public notice requirements,
- evaluation of the regulation adoption process, and
- review of the consumer protection activities.

Our audit reviewed operations and activities of the commission from July 2002 through June 2006 (FY 03 – FY 06).
Our review of the major areas was supplemented with information obtained from individuals employed by, or representing, the regulated utilities and pipeline companies. Two surveys were conducted. The surveys consisted of various questions soliciting the opinions of these groups about the operations and decision making processes of RCA.

One survey was sent to a sample of individuals who were involved in docket\(^1\) proceedings. Topics in this survey included: statutory timelines, communication of the statutory deadline for docket proceedings, timeliness of dockets without statutory timelines, the hearing process, statutes, regulations, RCA’s overall operations, and usability of the commission’s website. A sample of 77 individuals\(^2\) was selected from the service list attached to each docket’s final or last order. Twenty-six of the 77 (34\%) individuals surveyed responded.

Another survey was sent to a sample of individuals from the regulated entities that had interactions with RCA’s consumer protection section. Topics in this survey included: RCA’s informal complaint process, regulations, RCA’s overall operations, and the usefulness of the commission’s website. A non-probability sample of 29 individuals was selected from a list\(^3\) of contacts provided by the consumer protection section staff. Fifteen of the 29 (52\%) individuals surveyed responded.

We evaluated dockets and tariff filings to determine that: 1) dockets were processed within the applicable, if any, statutory timelines or within tariff statutory notice periods; 2) certain data maintained in RCA’s database systems is reliable; and 3) RCA provides adequate public notice of commission meetings, docket proceedings, and tariff filings.

Our evaluation covered dockets opened on or after July 1, 2002 through May 10, 2006. We excluded pipeline dockets since those proceedings have no statutory timelines. The total number of dockets in our population was 465. We tested a randomly-selected statistical sample of 35 dockets. We also reviewed all final decisions of rule-making\(^4\) dockets closed during the period to ensure the closure was within statutory timelines.

In addition, RCA had 367 pending dockets at the end of FY 02. During our audit period, there were 796 dockets closed, including those pending at the end of June 2002. Of the 796, 211 were dockets on utility matters that had an associated statutory timeline.\(^5\) We sampled 25 of these utility dockets to confirm closures were based on decisions on substantive issues.

Our scope for tariff filings included those filed on or after July 1, 2002 through June 8, 2006. We excluded tariff filings that were withdrawn or suspended and those that were related to

\(^1\) The term docket is used by RCA to refer to a formal proceeding before the commission.

\(^2\) Forty-nine individuals were involved in utility dockets, 20 were involved in pipeline dockets, 7 were involved in both utility and pipeline dockets, and the remaining one was the public advocate in the Department of Law.

\(^3\) Although, the list did not consist of all the utilities and pipelines regulated by RCA, they included companies that the consumer protection section had regular contact with during the audit period.

\(^4\) A rule-making docket is a matter in which RCA considers certain additions, deletions, or amendments to its regulations.

\(^5\) We excluded dockets already reviewed in our statistical sample.
quarterly or annual adjustments. The total number of tariff filings in our population was 915. We tested a non-probability sample of 35 tariff filings.

During our field work, we also:

- Assessed the adequacy of management controls over the docket and tariff filing processes
- Reviewed RCA’s mandated quarterly reports to the legislature
- Evaluated the reliability of certain data maintained in the commission’s databases
- Analyzed consumer complaints against utilities filed with the commission
- Reviewed applicable statutes and regulations
- Contacted the state ombudsman, the office of victims’ rights, the Alaska State Human Rights Commission, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Alaska Labor Relations Agency, and the equal employment opportunity staff within the Department of Administration
- Reviewed proposed legislation and related testimony
- Interviewed commissioners, RCA staff, and management of regulated entities
- Researched other states’ regulatory commission websites, statutes, and regulations
- Reviewed RCA’s annual reports and operational performance measures
- Analyzed the expenditures of the commission and appropriations of the regulatory cost charges paid by the regulated entities
- Read RCA’s transcripts of certain public meetings and hearings as well as related commission decisions

---

6 These tariff filings included adjustments due to power cost equalization allocations and RCA’s regulatory rate charges.
The Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission) was created July 1, 1999, upon reorganization of the Alaska Public Utilities Commission by Chapter 25, SLA 1999. Under state law, RCA is responsible for ensuring safe, adequate, and fair public utility and pipeline services. This is to be done by allowing regulated entities to charge users rates and provide service in a manner consistent with the interests of both the public and regulated entity. The commission has the authority to adopt regulations and to hold formal, quasi-judicial hearings to accomplish these purposes.

RCA regulates pipeline, telephone, electric, natural gas, water, sewer, refuse, cable TV, and steam services. All pipelines, and all other public utilities with ten or more customers, are regulated by the certification process. A public utility or pipeline company must obtain a certificate of public convenience and necessity, which describes the authorized service area and scope of operations. A certificate is issued upon the commission formally finding the applicant to be fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested.

Besides the certification process, RCA also may economically regulates the rates, classifications, rules, regulations, practices, services, and facilities of public utilities and pipeline companies covered by statute. Utilities are subject to the RCA certification process but many are exempt from more extensive economic regulation. As of August 2006, there were 630 active certificated entities. Of these 149 were economically regulated. Exhibit 1 is a summary, by service type, of the economically regulated entities.

The commission consists of five commissioners appointed by the governor and confirmed by the legislature. The commissioners must either be a member of the Alaska Bar Association or have a degree in engineering, finance, economics, accounting, business administration, or public administration from an accredited college or university. The commissioners serve six-year terms. (See Exhibit 2 for the current commissioners and their terms.)
The staff of RCA is organized around six major functions: administration, finance, tariff, engineering, common carriers, and consumer protection. RCA had 60 funded positions\(^7\) in its $6 million FY 06 operating budget. A brief description of the services provided by each function is as follows.

- **Administration**: This function is responsible for fiscal and personnel administration, budget preparation, and records management - including the case management system. The commission chair is responsible for this function and is aided by an administrative manager, a commission section manager, an advisory section manager, documents processing and accounting personnel, and other clerical support staff.

- **Finance**: This function examines, analyzes, and evaluates financial statements submitted for rate cases. The finance staff audits financial records of utilities and pipeline companies and examines historical operating year data and pro forma adjustments. These analyses are presented at proceedings before the commission.

- **Tariff**: This function examines, analyzes, and investigates tariff filings and presents recommendations to the commission at biweekly tariff action meetings. Administrative duties include organizing those meetings, ensuring that public notice requirements on tariff filings are met, and maintaining current master tariffs for all utilities.

- **Engineering**: This function is responsible for certification proceedings and the investigation of utility and pipeline company procedures and practices affecting service quality. The engineering staff also reviews legal descriptions for service areas, plans for plant expansion, and plant-in-service and depreciation schedules. These analyses are presented in proceedings before the commission.

- **Common Carriers**: This function develops, recommends, and administers policies and programs with respect to the regulation of rates, services, accounting, and facilities of communications common carriers within the State involving the use of wire, cables, radio, and space satellites.

- **Consumer Protection**: This function investigates and resolves informal consumer complaints, and is responsible for public affairs and media relations as well as responding to information requests.

As of July 2003, the responsibility of public advocacy for regulatory affairs was transferred to the Department of Law. The regulatory affairs and public advocacy section advocates on behalf of the public in utility matters that come before RCA. Regulatory cost charges from the regulated entities continue to fund the public advocate function.

\(^7\) This total does not include the assistant attorney general that the Department of Law furnishes to RCA through a reimbursable services agreement.
Exhibit 3 below, summarizes RCA’s expenditures for the past four fiscal years. The funding source for almost all of these expenditures was the regulatory cost charges paid by the regulated entities. Beginning with FY 04, the expenditures for the public advocacy function, relocated to the Department of Law, are excluded from the amounts shown.\(^8\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditures</th>
<th>FY 03</th>
<th>FY 04</th>
<th>FY 05</th>
<th>FY 06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Services</td>
<td>3,896,539</td>
<td>4,005,622</td>
<td>3,764,473</td>
<td>3,582,676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>53,081</td>
<td>55,359</td>
<td>50,747</td>
<td>89,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual</td>
<td>1,756,621</td>
<td>2,001,549</td>
<td>1,377,995</td>
<td>1,657,384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies</td>
<td>50,501</td>
<td>54,555</td>
<td>81,610</td>
<td>129,847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>134,579</td>
<td>85,536</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>74,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,891,321</td>
<td>6,202,621</td>
<td>5,274,825</td>
<td>5,534,041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RCA’s FY 03 annual report and the State’s accounting system.

---

\(^8\) The regulatory affairs and public advocacy section within the Department of Law received $1 million in FY 04 from RCA and then was appropriated, from fees paid by regulated entities, $1.3 million and $1.4 million, respectively in FY 05 and FY 06.
The Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission) is currently working on two significant projects: the 2005 improvement initiative project and the development of a regulatory program for small hydropower projects within the State. The following is a brief summary of each of these projects.

2005 Improvement Initiative Project

In March 2005, the commission began, what it termed, the 2005 improvement initiative project. The three primary goals of the project were to improve RCA’s transparency, accountability, and operational efficiency. In order to achieve these goals, the commission identified four primary objectives:

1. To improve the regulatory environment for pipeline companies by partnering with them to jointly identify areas where RCA processes could be improved.
2. To improve the regulatory environment for utilities by meeting with key regulated industries to understand their view of RCA’s oversight processes. Part of this effort would be to involve the utilities in setting priorities for regulation and statute changes, identifying the needs for a case management information system, and modifying RCA business practices.
3. To improve the internal operating and management structure of the commission.
4. To implement an integrated case management system with a web portal to allow access by the regulated entities.

RCA’s actions under the first three objectives are discussed throughout the Findings and Recommendation and Analysis of Public Needs sections. The following discussion relates to the progress in the implementation of a case management information system.

Internet Integrated Case Management System

In late 2004, RCA began a series of meetings and workshops asking the public and the regulated entities what information technology improvements they believed were needed for the commission. A working group was formed of individuals from the regulated entities to better define RCA’s system needs.

As a result of this process, in 2005 RCA began several information technology projects. In 2006 the commission issued a request for proposals to obtain an integrated case management system. The star system, proprietary software of an information technology company known as ACO, was selected. In response to inquiries from the various entities regulated by RCA,
the commission established a user committee of volunteers. The user committee members also solicited feedback from other utilities, pipeline companies, and organizations that interact with RCA.

The user committee’s objective was to develop the conceptual framework that would allow each regulated entity access to a web-based portal, secured by a password, through which all business interactions with RCA could be transacted electronically. The budget for the new case management system and the web-based portal is approximately $2.25 million. It is anticipated that these projects will be completed by the end of 2006.

**Regulation of smaller scale hydropower projects**

RCA is in the process of establishing a regulatory program for small hydropower projects that are currently regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). In 1999, federal legislation was adopted that provided for the phasing out of FERC’s role in Alaska involved with licensing and regulating hydropower projects of less than 5,000 kilowatts.

The main reason for transfer of such authority from FERC to state regulation was that “Alaska presents special circumstances that favor local control over projects.” In the view of congress, state regulation would be timelier and less costly for both the current operators of the small hydropower projects and entities seeking initial approval for project construction. Transfer of this authority was contingent on the State developing a regulatory process that met certain requirements and was approved by FERC.

In 2002, the state legislature adopted legislation giving RCA authority to develop regulations as part of establishing a regulatory program for small hydropower projects within the State. RCA opened a rule-making docket in December 2003 to begin the process of developing a regulatory program. A stakeholder advisory committee was formed and numerous committee meetings, workshops, and public meetings were held.

Proposed regulations were issued for public comment in April 2005. Although rule-making dockets are to be closed by a final order within 24 months, RCA exercised its discretion to extend the deadline by 90 days. In March 2006 the commission was still not prepared to adopt the regulations. At the commission’s public meeting, RCA’s assigned assistant attorney general advised that

> ... [state law]… says [the commission] shall issue a final order in a rule-making proceeding… not later than 24 months after a petition of the regulation has been filed. …my advice to [the commission is] that you have to follow that provision and

---

9 Calendar No. 65, 106th Congress, Committee on Energy and Natural Resources report to the Senate on S. 422.
10 Chapter 107, Session Law 2002
11 Not included for state regulation are certain projects licensed or exempted under federal law before November 9, 2000.
issue a final order…. That is not obligating you to adopt the regulations, it's simply issuing a final order that would terminate the proceedings.

Accordingly, at the end of March 2006, RCA ordered the rule-making docket closed. In the final order the commission stated a new rule-making docket would be opened and the entire record of the closed docket would be incorporated into the new docket. As of the date of this report a new docket has not been opened. Due to the size and complexity of this regulation project, RCA is contracting for an attorney to assist in revising the proposed regulations.

Once the regulations have been edited, and a new docket opened, RCA intends to hold public meetings on the revised proposed regulations. The regulations would then be further revised as necessary, adopted, and submitted to the governor for eventual transmittal to FERC. The federal agency then has a year for its review. Only after FERC has approved RCA’s regulatory program can the State take over regulatory responsibilities. The RCA chair anticipates this process will take approximately two more years from the date of the order for the additional public hearings.

In FY 07, RCA received a $150,000 appropriation from the State’s general fund to continue the process of developing the small hydropower regulatory program. The costs associated with the project prior to FY 07, approximately $207,000 have been funded through RCA’s regulatory cost charges from the current regulated entities.
In developing our conclusion whether the termination date of the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission) should be extended, we evaluated commission operations using the 11 factors set out at AS 44.66.050. Under the State’s “sunset” law, these factors are to be used in assessing if an agency, subject to the law, has demonstrated a valid public policy need for continuing operations. As discussed in the Findings and Recommendation section, we identified areas where regulation changes could improve RCA’s efficiency and accountability. Given the quasi-judicial nature of how RCA operates, we recognize making these proposed regulation changes may be time consuming and attract extensive scrutiny and challenge by various parties that interact with RCA.

In our opinion RCA meets a valid public policy need and is serving Alaskans by: (1) assessing the capabilities of utility and pipeline companies to safely and capably serve the public; (2) evaluating tariffs and charges made by regulated entities; (3) verifying the pass-through charges to consumers from electric and natural gas utilities; (4) adjudicating disputes between ratepayers and regulated entities; (5) providing consumer protection services; and, (6) performing financial reviews of utilities for the State’s power cost equalization program. RCA has demonstrated the commission serves a public need. Under AS 44.66.010(a)(3), RCA is scheduled to terminate June 30, 2007. We recommend the legislature adopt legislation extending RCA’s termination date to June 30, 2015.
(Intentionally left blank)
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION

In our previous sunset audit, we made three recommendations. The first recommendation was for the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission) to propose legislation to clarify statutes imposing statutory timelines on certain proceedings. In 2002 legislation extending the termination date for RCA, the legislature adopted statutes setting specified timelines for the commission to follow in making certain kinds of decisions. The statutory timelines apply to about half of the regulatory decisions made by the commission. In Recommendation No. 1, of this review, we recommend the commission consider adopting further timelines for other actions not covered in statute.

A second recommendation stated RCA’s chair should ensure that publication of notices of formal proceedings is monitored. While there are still some operational deficiencies with ensuring all discretionary public notices have appropriately been made, RCA consistently meets basic public notice requirements related to its decision making process. The concerns related to this prior audit recommendation have substantially been addressed.

The third prior recommendation suggested RCA either require smaller water and sewer utilities to be certificated or establish a meaningful exemption system by regulation. RCA adopted the necessary regulations in February 2004.

The following recommendation is based on the current sunset review.

Recommendation No. 1

RCA should proceed with the development of regulations that would enhance the transparency, accountability, and efficiency of the commission’s decision making process.

In late 2004, RCA held public meetings inviting comments on possible regulation changes that would improve the way in which the commission operated. In the early part of 2005, based on comments from staff in addition to those received from regulated utilities and pipeline companies at the 2004 meetings, RCA adopted a regulation projects plan. This work plan is reviewed on a regular basis. Many of the projects would establish more accountability standards for RCA operations.

In the course of our review, we identified three areas where adoption of regulations would promote improved efficiency, accountability, and transparency of RCA’s decisions. All areas

13 These regulations became effective June 19, 2004.
Exhibit 4

Statutory Timelines

In a special session in June 2002, legislative committees conducted extensive oversight hearings that focused on RCA’s workload and the regulated utilities’ complaints of slow processing of their requests. The legislature responded to these complaints by enacting statutory timelines for RCA decisions in several categories of utility regulatory matters. The addition of AS 42.05.175 provided, in part, the following:

(a) The commission shall issue a final order not later than six months after a complete application is filed for an application…

(b) … the commission shall issue a final order not later than nine months after a complete tariff filing is made for a tariff filing that does not change the utility's revenue requirement or rate design.

(c) … the commission shall issue a final order not later than 15 months after a complete tariff filing is made for a tariff filing that changes the utility's revenue requirement or rate design.

(d) The commission shall issue a final order not later than 12 months after a complete formal complaint is filed against a utility or, when the commission initiates a formal investigation of a utility without the filing of a complete formal complaint, not later than 12 months after the order initiating the formal investigation is issued.

(e) The commission shall issue a final order in a rule-making proceeding not later than 24 months after a complete petition for adoption, amendment, or repeal of a regulation…

(f) The commission may extend a timeline required under (a) – (e)… if all parties of record consent to the extension or if, for one time only, before the timeline expires, the

   (1) commission reasonably finds that good cause exists to extend…

   (2) commission issues a written order extending the timeline and setting out its finding regarding good cause; and

   (3) extension of time is 90 days or less.

(g) The commission shall file quarterly reports with the Legislative Budget and Audit Committee identifying all extensions ordered under (f)(2)… [emphasis added]
we identified for improvement were included in the commission’s 2005 regulation projects plan – although as of the date of this report, the commission has not started the process of developing the necessary regulations. Our identified improvement areas include: (1) establishment of additional timelines; (2) adoption of rules related to discovery; and (3) defining when a record is considered complete and the given timeline starts. Further discussion of these issues is as follows:

1. **Establishing timelines for matters not covered by statute.** In 2002, legislation was passed imposing statutory timelines on certain matters that come before the commission. (Refer to Exhibit 4.) However, these timelines apply to about half of the matters decided by RCA, leaving many filings and applications submitted to the commission without any formal, widely recognized timelines. This ongoing concern about timeliness was also reflected in almost half of survey responses received from representatives of regulated entities.

   Our review of RCA’s decisions indicated the commission is consistently meeting the timelines set out in statute. This demonstrates RCA is committed to being as timely as possible. We urge the commission to take the additional step of putting timelines, for the actions not covered by statute, into regulation.

2. **Establishing standards for certain aspects of discovery.** Part of the prehearing process, during which each party requests relevant information and documents from opposing parties, is termed discovery. Each side is attempting to discover pertinent facts. Generally, discovery devices include depositions, requests for admissions, interrogatories, document production requests, and requests for inspection. Excessive discovery requests during the course of proceeding can be used as a tactic to drive up the legal costs for the opposing party. Additionally, extended discovery may contribute to longer proceedings, which runs counter to the central intent behind statutory timelines adopted in recent years.

   In past years, the merits and possibility of placing some limits on discovery has been raised in public meetings between RCA commissioners, utility managers, and attorneys that specialize in regulation law. In comments received from respondents to our survey, the need for discovery guidelines and the use of what is termed “informal” discovery were listed as current suggestions for improvement. Under current regulations RCA does have the authority, on a case-by-case basis, to adopt procedural rules limiting the nature and extent of discovery.  

---

14Depositions are proceedings in which a witness or party is asked to answer questions under oath before a court reporter.

15A request for admission is a request to a party that they admit certain facts. One party sends the other a request for admission so that issues, the parties agree upon, can be resolved and not have to be proven at hearing.

16Interrogatories are written questions sent by one party to the other for the latter to answer in writing under oath.

17See 3 AAC 48.091(l). Rulings that specifically limit certain aspects of discovery are typically set out in an order during the early part of a proceeding. RCA occasionally issues orders limiting discovery, typically doing so only if one of the parties make a request to do so, and can make a persuasive argument.
State court rules limit the number of interrogatories in civil matters to 30. Federal civil procedure rules limit interrogatories to 25. Many regulatory authorities in other states have adopted rules related to discovery. In such situations where limits are imposed, provisions are typically made to allow parties to seek additional discovery. To do so, however, a party wanting more discovery must convince the adjudicative authority (judge, commissioner, hearing officer, etc.) to suspend or expand the established limits. If similar rules were in place at RCA, a party making an extensive discovery request would first have to justify the need for a larger request.18

There is a need to balance due process against efficiency. There may be times when exceptions to an established standard may have to be made. However, there is merit in RCA’s consideration of limiting some aspects of the discovery process in the interest of promoting more efficient proceedings. Adoption of such rules by RCA would shift the burden of justifying broad discovery requests to the requesting party.

3. Clarifying terms used in statute that relate to established timelines for certain formal proceedings. State law, in setting timelines for various RCA proceedings, refers to various matters as being “complete” before the related, specified time period begins. Terms such as “complete application,” or “complete tariff filing” serve as reference points that trigger the deadline for a given decision. (See Exhibit 4.) The statute states that a request from the regulated entity is complete when all requirements are complied with under RCA’s statutes, regulations, and adopted forms.

However, the determination of completeness is made informally by the advisory section staff rather than by a written decision of the commission. A more formal process performed by the commissioners or administrative law judges, rather than the current delegation to staff, would provide greater clarity to the regulated entities as to the completeness of their requests.

Over a quarter of the respondents to our survey said they were not informed by RCA as to what the deadline date was for their particular matter of interest. Although the date a matter is first opened may be clear, it is often some time before the filing is considered complete. Determining when the initial filing is complete involves subjective judgment on the part of RCA staff. In evaluating RCA’s compliance with the timeline provisions, we occasionally saw where the date—when a filing was considered complete—was sometimes changed upon further review of the file.

RCA’s determination of the trigger date of the statutory timeline, the date of completeness, is a point on appeal in several cases in front of the Superior Court initiated during the audit period. Legal filings and responses in the RCA hearing process and

---

18 A current proceeding provides an example of where discovery appears to be unreasonable. A regulated utility received five requests from an opposing party that involved developing responses to between 1,800 and 2,200 interrogatories (the count varying depending on how one chose to count various question sub-parts).
appeals of RCA decisions may be limited by adoption of such regulations. Clarification of what determines completeness, and the process to document and communicate the completeness date, could limit this as a point of contention.

If RCA adopted regulations to define when an initial application, filing, complaint, and petition are complete such action would enhance the transparency and accountability of the commission’s deliberative process. Alternatively, the commission could develop the practice of issuing an order to memorialize the date of when the initial record is considered complete. Such an order date could be integrated into the commission’s interactive internet web portal and all parties to a given matter would be on notice as to the deadline date for a given matter’s final decisional order.

The commission has been very proactive in soliciting feedback from the public, and the utility and pipeline companies, which are involved with RCA on an ongoing basis. While this process has identified key areas where RCA could improve its operations, the priority for implementation has to date been given to other matters. For the three issues discussed—directly related to promoting efficiency, accountability, and transparency of RCA’s decision making—we recommend that the commission take the next step and schedule the necessary hearing dockets.
(Intentionally left blank)
ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC NEED

The following analyses of commission activities relate to the public need factors defined in AS 44.66.050(c). These analyses are not intended to be comprehensive, but address those areas we were able to cover within the scope of our review.

**Determine the extent to which the board, commission, or program has operated in the public interest.**

The Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA or commission) operates in the public interest in a wide variety of ways. The commission identifies its core services as including:

1. certification and economic regulation of utilities and pipeline companies;
2. assisting in the administration of the State’s power cost equalization program;
3. review of tariffs;
4. resolution of disputes among service providers in various regulated industries;
5. consumer protection;
6. refinement of the State’s utility regulatory framework; and,
7. serving as a technical resource for legislative and administrative decision makers.

In carrying out its responsibilities, RCA acts much of the time in a quasi-judicial manner. Accordingly, decisions must be supported by findings of fact, and the findings of fact must be based solely upon the evidence as it appears in the record of a given proceeding. RCA continues to be very concerned about affording all parties to a given decision appropriate due process, while at the same time being responsive to concerns about the timeliness of its decision making process.

RCA’s efforts at resolving consumer complaints with regulated utilities also serve the public interest. The commission resolves most informal complaints within 30 days. Most of the regulated entities responding to our survey reported they were satisfied with the complaint resolution process.

RCA has responded well to legislative concerns about timeliness. In 2002, after extensive oversight hearings, the legislature put into statute specific time periods for RCA to follow in making various decisions. We reviewed 35 tariff filings and 35 formal proceedings. In no instance did RCA take longer than permitted, by statute, to make a given decision.

As discussed in Background Information, RCA did issue a final order to close a rule-making docket prior to completing the development of regulations related to hydropower projects.
While such action allowed the commission to technically comply with the established timeline, the central intent of the statute was circumvented. The commission continues to work on developing the regulations and does intend to reopen a formal docket in the future to adopt the necessary regulations.

Determine the extent to which the operation of the board, commission, or agency program has been impeded or enhanced by existing statutes, procedures, and practices that it has adopted, and any other matter, including budgetary, resource, and personnel matters.

RCA’s system, used to monitor progress of various hearing dockets and ensure impending deadlines are met, is adequate in promoting the issuance of timely decisions. Such a system serves to prevent the triggering of default actions as provided for under the statutes for late decisions.

There is a lack of clarity about when timelines for certain decisions, as provided for in statute, actually begin. The time period for a decision begins when the initial record related to a proceeding is complete. However, there is no formally established definition in policy or regulation about when the initial record is complete. Determination of completeness is critical to designating when a given time period starts. Additionally, from a survey of selected parties involved with RCA proceedings, over a quarter of the respondents reported they had not been informed of any established deadline date related to their matter that fell under the statutory timelines.

Almost half of the survey respondents involved with proceedings not covered by a statutory deadline believed the length of time it took to resolve their matters was unreasonable. For survey respondents involved in pipeline proceedings, which are not covered by any statutory deadline, 60 percent believed the length of time for such proceedings was unreasonable. As discussed in Recommendation No. 1, we encourage the commission to develop regulations that establish timelines for matters not covered by state law.

Determine the extent to which the board, commission, or agency has recommended statutory changes that are generally of benefit to the public interest.

RCA commissioners provided testimony regarding the impact that 2003 legislation would have on commission operations. The legislation clarified state law related to the regulation of pipelines. The legislation expanded RCA’s authority to regulate rates charged to customers for natural gas transported through any pipeline in the State, where previously such authority had been limited to a designated natural gas pipeline.

---

19 There are three components of RCA’s system. First, each matter filed with RCA is assigned to a responsible “docket manager” who monitors subordinates’ progress in preparing the matter for decision. Second, the RCA commission section manager maintains a database to monitor workflow and to continually advise the commissioners and staff as to the needed allocation of resources. Thirdly, weekly meetings with the RCA chair, administrative law judges, and staff are held to review the status of all open dockets.
According to testimony, RCA worked with the Department of Law to assist in developing 2004 legislation that provided for assessments to fund the public-advocacy function related to utility and pipeline regulation. This function was transferred from RCA to the Department of Law by Executive Order #111. The legislation clarified RCA’s authority under the Executive Order and provided for independence between the commission and the public-advocate function.

RCA testified about the impact proposed 2005 legislation would have on commission operations. The legislation would have permitted privately owned utilities to be eligible for certain state water and sewer infrastructure grants. Grant eligibility under the legislation would have been contingent on the recipient utilities remaining under RCA’s regulatory oversight. The legislation was adopted by the House but not the Senate.

RCA testified in hearings related to proposed 2005 legislation exempting certain water and sewer utilities from regulation. More specifically, the proposed legislation exempted such utilities owned by local governments, if the utility did not compete with a regulated utility. RCA’s chair testified the commission could support the legislation if certain safeguards were in place to protect the affected consumers of the utility. Under the final draft of the legislation, RCA’s chair would have been charged with reviewing the existence and appropriateness of such safeguards. If the chair determined the measures were adequate, the commission would notify the administration that the utility was exempt from RCA’s regulation. The legislation was adopted by the House but not the Senate.

Determine the extent to which the board, commission, or agency has encouraged interested persons to report to it concerning the effect of its regulations and decisions on the effectiveness of service, economy of service, and availability of service that it has provided.

RCA affords the public the opportunity to speak at publicly noticed meetings of the commission. The quasi-judicial manner in which RCA operates provides extensive opportunity for all interested and affected parties to informally and formally respond to proposed regulations and decisions.

In addition, as part of its operating mission, RCA has an active consumer protection function which provides utility customers an avenue to seek resolution of complaints. RCA generally tries to resolve disputes between customers and utilities informally, before opening a formal complaint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibit 5</th>
<th>Consumer Complaints Filed with RCA during FY 06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number Filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water / Sewer</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refuse Collection</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Television</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As reflected in Exhibit 5 on the previous page, RCA opened 415 formal complaints in FY 06. RCA resolved almost 90 percent of these complaints within 30 days. Additionally, almost 90 percent of the respondents to our survey, who were involved with the informal complaint resolution process, reported they were satisfied or very satisfied with the process.

RCA uses a variety of methods of notifying the public of formal proceedings. All notices appear on the commission’s and the State’s website. Notices are also placed in newspapers in the affected regions of the State, posted at the local post office, or included with utility customer billings.

RCA’s internet website is another tool that is instrumental for communicating with the public. Besides notices of upcoming meetings, formal actions are posted along with the commission’s annual reports, discussions of major regulatory issues, and a forum is provided for public comment. The process for filing a consumer complaint is explained and visitors to the website can subscribe to direct e-mail notices related to specific topics of interest.

Survey respondents report that RCA’s internet website is easy to use for finding sought after information and the site provides sufficient information regarding dockets and filings. RCA makes a computer terminal available at its office for the public to use for researching commission records. As discussed in Background Information, the commission sought and facilitated the formation of stakeholder groups to assist in the process of developing regulations for smaller hydropower projects. The commission has often used this consensus-building approach in developing regulations and making certain operational decisions.

In December 2004, in response to frustrations voiced by pipeline companies, the commission began holding informal meetings with certificated companies. The meetings developed a listing of suggestions about how the oversight process for pipelines could be improved. In March 2005, a follow-up meeting was held that documented the steps RCA had already taken and the commission’s strategy to further address the concerns of the companies. These efforts should be continued to improve the commission’s regulation of pipelines.

RCA has used a public process to identify priorities for possible changes in regulations. Beginning in late 2004, commissioners solicited suggestions from staff, the public, and regulated entities about what regulations should be amended or adopted. At a January 2005 public meeting, RCA adopted a list of 11 proposed regulation projects. (See Recommendation No. 1.)
The state ombudsman and the office of victims’ rights report receiving no complaints about RCA since our previous sunset review four years ago.

RCA orders and decisions are subject to appeal to the state courts. Since the prior sunset review, 26 of the commission’s final orders reflecting docket decisions have been appealed to the State’s Superior Court. The Superior Court has remanded three of the decisions back to RCA for further proceedings.

Additionally, the State’s Supreme Court has issued decisions related to four RCA docket decisions, resulting in one decision being remanded back to RCA for further proceedings.

As discussed in Organization and Function, “entry” into the provision of public utility services or the operation of a pipeline is regulated through the issuance of a certificate of public convenience and necessity. A public utility or pipeline carrier must obtain from RCA a certificate of public convenience and necessity, which describes the authorized service area and scope of operations. A certificate is issued upon the commission formally finding the applicant to be fit, willing, and able to provide the service requested. The commission generally regulates the rates, services, and practices of these entities.

To that end, RCA employs utility financial analysts and utility engineers to perform the appropriate analyses to make a determination of an applicant’s capabilities before granting a certificate. Since 2002, RCA has issued 53 certificates of public convenience and necessity.

We found no evidence of RCA’s hiring practices or appointments that were contrary to state personnel practices. Since our sunset review during 2002, no complaints have been filed with any of the following: (1) Alaska State Commission on Human Rights in the Office of the Governor; (2) U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission; (3) Alaska Labor Relations Agency with the Department of Labor and Workforce Development; or (4) staff specializing in equal employment opportunity issues in the Division of Personnel within the Department of Administration.
Half of the respondents, to our survey of parties to formal proceedings, reported they do not believe the existing statutes meet the needs of the regulated entities and protect the public interests. Some of the areas that the respondents believe should be addressed by statutory changes were:

- protection of rural exemptions,
- provision of business incentive to encourage investment in Alaska,
- amendment of the Pipeline Act (AS 42.06) to provide RCA a greater degree of discretion in deciding pipeline-related issues,
- clarification of statutory timelines due to recent RCA decisions,
- establishment of varying degrees of regulation based on complexity and financial impacts,
- shortening of the statutory timeline for decisions in rate proceedings, and
- amendment of AS 42.05.175 to segregate the timeframes between adjudicative proceedings and the time given for the commission to issue its final order at the close of such proceedings.

In addition, the results of our surveys showed that 43 percent of the respondents do not believe the existing regulations meet the needs of the regulated entities and protect the public interests. Some of the areas that the respondents believe should be addressed by regulation changes were:

- deregulation of competitive markets,
- revision of ex parte communication rules,
- clarification of what constitutes a complete application/filing and when RCA must determine and document such completeness,
- addition of discovery limitations, and provision for use of more informal discovery.

As discussed in Background Information, RCA began in March 2006, what it termed, the 2005 improvement initiative project. This project included setting priorities for statute and regulation changes with input from the regulated entities through the public meeting process.
Determine the extent to which the board, commission, or agency has effectively attained its objectives and purposes and the efficiency with which the board, commission, or agency has operated.

According to 55 percent of the survey respondents, RCA’s overall operations have improved somewhat or significantly during the past four years. Eighty-eight percent (88%) of survey respondents reported the efficiency of the commission’s hearing process has stayed the same or improved with 46 percent of the respondents reporting the hearing process over the past four years has become more efficient.

Since FY 03, RCA’s operational performance measures have evolved. The current chair of RCA is planning to implement a review of the performance measures and in the process obtain input from the regulated entities. The current performance measurements include:

- issuing all orders within statutory deadlines;
- closing as many cases as the number received each year; and,
- limiting the number of its decisions that are appealed to the Superior Court.

RCA has substantially accomplished the above operational performance measures. See Recommendation No. 1 which identified regulations that could improve RCA’s efficiency and effectiveness.

Determine the extent to which the board, commission, or agency duplicates the activities of another governmental agency or the private sector.

Under state law, utilities owned and operated by local governments are exempted from regulation. The exemption of utilities owned and operated by governmental units is a common feature of utility regulation statutes across the country. The main reason for such a law is the accountability to the public for utility rates and services thought to be more efficiently accomplished through the local government electoral process. Accordingly, regulating rates and service through a quasi-judicial adjudicatory process such as RCA could be considered duplicative in instances where a local government utility is not exempted.

This issue of possible duplication is reflected in recent efforts of the Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) to have the city’s water and sewer utility exempted from RCA oversight. In both the 2003-04 and 2005-06 legislatures, bills have been considered that would amend the statutes related to such exemptions. The central purpose of the proposed legislation was to further specify that water and sewer utilities owned by a local government, such as MOA,

---

20 AS 42.05.711 (b) states in part “…public utilities owned and operated by a political subdivision of the state … are exempt from [RCA oversight].” The statute does allow such utilities to opt for regulation upon the election of the political subdivision’s governing body. More significantly though, if such a utility “directly competes with another utility or electric operating entity [subject to RCA regulation],” then the exemption does not apply. In such a situation the political subdivision utility remains subject to RCA regulation.
would be exempt from regulation. The exemption would continue to be contingent on the utility not competing with other regulated water and sewer utilities.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{21} An earlier attempt in the early 1990s by MOA to be exempted from RCA failed largely because of concern over the city’s ownership of both a water and sewer utility along with an electrical utility. Since the commission determined MOA’s electrical utility did compete with other regulated utilities, this precluded exemption of the water and sewer utility. The commissioners at the time were concerned joint ownership of an exempted water and sewer utility and nonexempt electrical utility could lead to a shifting of costs between the two entities. It was determined that such possible cost-shifting could be unfair to competing electrical utilities.
December 6, 2006

Ms. Pat Davidson, Legislative Auditor
Division of Legislative Audit
PO Box 113300
Juneau, AK 99811

Dear Ms. Davidson,

The Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA) received your Confidential Preliminary Audit Report on November 14, 2006. The Commissioners met in Executive Session on November 22, 2006, for the purposes of discussing the report and have formulated this response.

We believe a governmental agency must never stop trying to improve. It must never rest on its laurels or forget that just beyond the horizon lies a better way to do business, one that's more efficient, promotes greater accountability or enhanced transparency.

After three years of concentrated efforts, the RCA is a better, more efficient and responsive regulatory agency. Yet, our mission is not complete. We must strive to continually deliver an improved and balanced regulatory environment that achieves our statutory mandate of protecting the public interest. We are wholly committed to that goal.

This audit report delivers a straight-forward and comprehensive evaluation of the Agency. We appreciate the work of the legislative auditors who spent four months immersed in Alaska's complex regulatory environment. The resulting management letter includes three recommendations that are germane and timely. We will implement them without question.

We again thank Legislative Audit for a fair and honest evaluation and seek support of the Alaska Legislature for the recommendations contained therein.

Sincerely,

Kate Giard, Chairman

701 W. 8th Street, Suite 300, Anchorage, Alaska 99501-3469
Telephone: (907) 276-6222 Fax: (907) 276-0160 Text Telephone: (907) 465-5437
Website: http://www.commerce.state.ak.us/rca/